
Using
Scaffolding
for Anxiety

Anxiety is the #1 mental
heath concern in kids. 



Anxiety isn’t something we outgrow, it usually get progressively worse
overtime and can become harder to manage. 

Early intervention is key to effectively managing anxiety.

Anxiety is described as worry that had no end, it is the belief of the person
that what ever they are worrying about is something they can’t handle. It can
be seen as catastrophic thinking. 

As parents we sometimes make anxiety
worse. 
with the language we use, because of our
own anxieties, 
by being too strict 
by constant corrective feedback 
by softening the blow which prevents our
kids from learning about disappointment
and failure. 

Constant reassurance inhibits them
from building skills of self reliance and
leads to them over rely on parents.

Anxiety wants 
certainty
predictability
comfort

These things you make anxiety worse. 

 speaking for the child, 
 sleeping with the child, 
 not requiring participation 
 participating in rituals
 not throwing away unnecessary items
 only making specific foods
 sticking to rigid routines 
 checking homework
 replying to all of our child’s text messages. 

Enabling behavior feeds into and
validates the anxiety. 

Enabling behaviors can look like:



Help them gain acceptance of the anxiety’s presence and push forward anyway.
Resilience needs opportunity to grow. The speed of recovery directly relates to ones
willingness to feel the anxiety. Goal is to build the worry tolerance.

When we jump into save our child it harms their brain development. 
It cuts off their ability to build neuropath ways for problem solving for learning
how to figure things out and cope. 
Not building these critical neuropath ways only ingrains their anxiety which
makes them more vulnerable, stunting their confidence and resilience.

Sometimes the best answer is “I don’t know you are going to figure it out.”

Anxiety is a family problem and it needs a
family solution. We need to adjust to how we
are responding to and accommodating anxiety
by becoming an emotional coach.

#1 scaffolding tool…..talk less, listen more
Figure out

What is going one
eEnsure you understand how they feel
(even if you already think you do)
Get an understanding of how they perceive
the situation
Be present with the situation yourself

We need to inspire them, 
Ensure confidence over anxiety, 
Name it to tame it
Expose the anxiety reminding them how anxiety works. 

Because in that moment the child isn’t feeling safe, parents need to respond by
creating safety. 


